Proposal for mapping renal failure in Japan and its application for strategy to arrest endstage renal disease.
Remarkable regional differences in the annual incidence of endstage renal disease (ESRD) was found within Japan, which has a relatively homogeneous ethnic composition. In addition, there existed no regional difference in the incidence of ESRD due to polycystic kidney disease, the major genetic disorder of the kidneys. These findings suggest that the presence of factors other than genetic disposition contribute to the differences. On the other hand, there were similar regional variations in the incidences of ESRD between two causes of ESRD: chronic glomerulonephritis and diabetic nephropathy. Because it is unlikely that the regional distribution of underlying disease incidence and the disease-specific progression rate would be similar for two different causes, this observation suggests that factors governing the progression rate, which operate commonly for all causes of ESRD but differ among regions, may play an important role in generating the regional differences. Finally, we examined regional differences in the amounts of inhibitors of the renin-angiotensin system used, especially angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, in our search for an explanation of the regional differences in ESRD dynamics. Among antihypertensive agents examined, only ACE inhibitors were negatively correlated with the annual incidence of ESRD. The renal protective effects of ACE inhibitors have been established by results with animal models of progressive nephropathy and by large-scale clinical trials. Our epidemiological results for Japan as a whole show the same protective effects still more convincingly from a different approach. It is not completely clear yet at present, however, how regional variations in the incidence of ESRD are generated. If we could identify in future the factors that contribute to the regional differences, strategies for the treatment of renal disease will become available from different angles. Thus, much effort will be encouraged for the further analysis of regional differences in ESRD dynamics.